OnPoint™ Upgrade & Migration Bundle
For IBM Informix™ Database Technologies
To Let Us Help You With:
 Complex Database & Application
Migrations
 Right Resources to Make it Happen
 Plan For The Future

Migration/Upgrades:
A Common IT Challenge
Your Informix-based system has run well for
years, deployed on the technology of the day:
SCO UNIX, DEC Ultrix, or NCR Systems with System V
Unix. The solution has given you very little problems over the
years: Scalable, Easy to Manage, Low TCO. But the hardware,
application or the version of Informix you use has reached its
end of life.Your user base wants to update the system—get away
from green screens to a web-based user interface. It is time for a
change. It is a major challenge for IT to keep up with their current projects, let alone with constant migrations,
which frequently create an unsupported environment and long, costly migration projects. Let One Point
Solutions take the burden off your staff while finding the most cost-effective combination of hardware, database
software, applications, and operating systems.

OnPoint Informix Database Upgrade & Migration Services
This package is targeted to provide a client who faces one or more of these challenges:
 If the vendor no longer supports the DBMS in current or future versions the customers have to make major
investments in time, development, testing, and coordination of OS/app/DBMS versions, potential hardware,
and other resources.
 Running on older hardware that needs to be replaced for performance or support reasons.
 Older versions of Informix that can be upgraded to take advantage of lower-cost licensing metrics,
improved performance, enhanced development features, and more robust failover options and more.
 If IBM has withdrawn support of the DBMS version or if there is an upcoming end of life for products such
as older versions of Informix SE, OnLine, IDS 7 & 9, and Informix-4GL.

For More Information

About One Point

Call 877-3-1POINT x5

One Point Solutions specializes in IBM Information On Demand including
Informix, DB2 UDB, Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing.

Or visit us online at
www.One-Point.com

Strategically aligned with leading software vendors, One Point was
recently selected as the IBM Worldwide Business Partner of the
Year for Information Management.
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OnPoint™ Upgrade & Migration Bundle
For IBM Informix™ Database Technologies

These solution bundles provide a migration path to modern
hardware infrastructure, potentially lower cost operating systems
and licensing for current Informix database versions. One Point
has a Professional Software License Design service to work with
clients as their software implementation changes over time to
ensure that they are correctly licensed and can take advantage of
current licensing options, which may provide a much more costeffective path. We have been extremely successful in moving
long time clients of Informix running on antiquated systems,
such as SCO, NCR or DEC, to new solutions utilizing Linux or
operating system of your choice as well as IDS version 11.x.

“The migration solved
our performance problem
overnight. We were stunned
by the difference. Queries that
took five minutes to complete
now take only seconds.”
Eric Gordon, Managing Director
RealPlus, L.L.C.

The Bundle
 IBM hardware to meet your current and projected needs (optional).
 Review of current and projected software licensing to fit new hardware & operating system platform.
 Professional services – evaluation, configuration, installation, and training.
 One Point Solutions can perform database migrations from older Informix versions (SE, OnLine, IDS 7x,
IDS 9x) to the latest versions.
 One Point Solutions can also assist with Application migration for Informix-4GL and other vendor
applications.
Each bundle combines the robust capabilities of an IBM hardware solution, the expanded capabilities of the
IBM Informix Dynamic Server, and professional services to help plan, install, and configure the initial setup in
your business environment. Additionally we will evaluate your application to determine the potential pitfalls of
migration and provide you with a summary of the efforts to either migrate or program. Your IT staff can assist
and learn alongside our resources as your environment is brought online.
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